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Abstract 
Modeling Stormwater Rain Garden Performance 
Nicholas A. Manna 
 
 
 
 Green City, Clean Waters is a program run by Philadelphia Water (PWD) with the goal of 
reducing the impact of combined sewer overflows (CSOs). CSOs are caused by stormwater runoff 
due to impervious surfaces. Green stormwater infrastructure (GSI) captures this stormwater before 
it reaches the combined sewers. The Monitoring, Analysis, and Research Support (MARS) group 
at PWD evaluates the performance of existing stormwater management practices.  
 An accurate model of individual stormwater management practices can help to predict 
future performance and evaluate conclusions reached about existing performance. This thesis, 
completed by collaborators at Drexel University and PWD, develops and calibrates a rain garden 
model in R. The model processes influent volume, based on precipitation and drainage area. 
Volume of water infiltrated and ponded water level are calculated with time, and compared to 
observed water level. The Green-Ampt equation was selected as the governing method to model 
infiltration, which considers depth of water, soil porosity, suction head, and saturated hydraulic 
conductivity.  
 The focus of the model is a rain garden at the Philadelphia Zoo. A simulated runoff test 
was performed in November 2016 that provided inflow and ponding data, as well as water level in 
an adjacent trench, that was used to calibrate the model. Following that, a significant storm was 
also modeled. 
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1.0 Introduction 
 Combined sewer overflows pollute the waterways in Philadelphia. Green infrastructure has 
been implemented to reduce the runoff that causes combined sewer systems to overflow. The 
performance of some of these systems, including rain gardens, has not yet been modeled. There are 
36 rain gardens managed by Philadelphia Water (PWD) as of September 2016 (Philadelphia Water, 
2016). The total vegetated area of those rain gardens over 67,000 square feet. Rain gardens and 
attached system officially manage almost 18 acre-in (65,000 cubic feet) of rainfall, and the directly 
connected impervious area is over 15 acres. Many of these rain gardens are currently continuously 
monitored. Rain gardens like those at Columbus Square Park, the Philadelphia Zoo, Trenton Ave 
and Norris St, which have a soil bed and stone trench and are continuously monitored, could be 
modeled. Rain gardens, also known as bioretention or bioinfiltration systems, reduce runoff by 
capturing, retaining, and infiltrating it into the soil. They may also slowly release water back into 
the combined sewer if infiltration does not happen quickly enough for the stored water to empty 
within 72 hours. Rain garden performance is governed by infiltration. Calculating infiltration as 
part of a water budget can help to model the performance of the rain garden – how much water 
infiltration, how much water ponds in the rain garden bowl, and how much water is may not be 
able to be attributed to either function. Modeling the performance can help to predict water levels 
during storms, as well as the time for water to release from the system. The model can evaluate 
conclusions reached about changes in performance over time, as well as help to detect where water 
goes.  
 Several equations can be used to model infiltration through a rain garden, and the Green-
Ampt method was selected as the most fitting for this model. The developed model includes simple 
finite element analysis, along with Green-Ampt, to predict rain garden ponding and water levels 
for several rain gardens, based on influent volume.  
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2.0 Background 
2.1 Combined Sewer Overflows 
 Many old cities use combined sewer (CS) systems. Mostly constructed in the 19th and early 
20th centuries, CS systems carry both sanitary sewage and stormwater flows. Cities saved money 
by building one sewer system instead of two, and managed the sewage from a lower population, as 
well as the runoff from fewer acres of impervious cover than today. CS systems function well 
during low intensity rain events, as surface runoff and waste is directed toward wastewater 
treatment facilities. However, when stormwater exceeds the combined flow capacity, combined 
sewer overflow (CSO) events occur (Cohen 2011), in which overflow is diverted directly into 
receiving waterways. In Philadelphia, this is during events with roughly an inch or more of rain, as 
the conveyance pipes tend to reach capacity.  
 Combined sewer overflow events cause pollution of water, increased health risks, damage 
to ecology, and likely bacterial, viral, and protozoal contamination. CSO-related pollution is not 
necessarily due to system failure, but generally due to the rising number of intense precipitation 
events, and the increase in impervious cover as cities expand. Around one-fifth of the U.S. 
population is served by CS systems. Combined sewers are now prohibited in most U.S. jurisdictions  
as new construction. (Cohen 2011).  
 The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has a mandate to guard human 
health and the environment. The EPA issued their Combined Sewer Overflow Control Policy in 
1994. It was created to guide communities with CSOs to comply with the Clean Water Act (CWA). 
Its goals are to fulfill suitable health and environmental levels, provide appropriate flexibility to 
municipalities, enable a phased method to adding CSO controls, and continually assess and update 
water quality standards (EPA 2016).  
2.2 Green City, Clean Waters 
A large portion of Philadelphia is served by combined sewers (Figure 1). CSOs have been 
a problem for the city, and like many other cities, Philadelphia never met the EPA Combined Sewer 
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Overflow Control Policy standards. Some cities, such as Cleveland, adopted multi-billion-dollar 
grey infrastructure projects that give little back to the city (Atassi 2014). These projects involve a 
large centralized system, with few benefits, and fewer long term jobs.  Philadelphia Water and the 
EPA have worked together to create an alternative to grey stormwater infrastructure.  
  
Figure 1 - Philadelphia's Combined Sewer Area (PWD 2016) 
Green City, Clean Waters (GCCW) is the program to reduce the amount and intensity of 
combined sewer overflows in Philadelphia. Instead of increasing the capacity of combined sewers, 
PWD plans to reduce the input by using green infrastructure to capture stormwater runoff. GCCW 
was adopted in 2011, and over 1,100 green stormwater tools have been added since (PWD 2016).  
The implementation of green infrastructure over the course of the 25-year plan has triple bottom 
line benefits. Social benefits include recreation and higher quality of life for Philadelphia residents. 
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Environmental gains include decreased pollution, lower carbon footprint, and reduction of extreme 
heat events. Economically, the city and taxpayers save money and create jobs (PWD 2009). 
2.3 Rain Gardens 
 Green infrastructure (GI) brings natural traits back to the built environment. GI retains and 
infiltrates surface runoff to reduce the amount of runoff that goes into the combined sewers. The 
two main design objectives are: 1) to infiltrate water and 2) to release it slowly back into the sewer. 
Philadelphia regularly implements several different types of GI, including stormwater tree trenches, 
rain gardens, basins, porous pavement, and stormwater planters.  They all share a common purpose, 
but look and perform differently. A rain garden is a shallow, vegetated depression that captures 
runoff and infiltrates it directly to the soil (Figure 2). As more GI is added to PWD’s network, 
performance is monitored to see which designs are most effective, and to identify problems with 
specific sites.  
 
Figure 2 - Typical Rain Garden (CSN 2016) 
2.4 Simulated Runoff Tests 
 The Monitoring, Analysis, and Research Support group (MARS) at PWD continuously 
monitors performance by measuring water levels in upwards of 50 stormwater management 
practices (SMPs). They also run simulated runoff tests (SRTs). A simulated runoff test imitates a 
design storm of a certain intensity to test the performance of a hydrologic system. The intensity of 
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the storm to be simulated is selected by MARS, and the volume of water based on that intensity 
and the impervious drainage area is metered into the system via hydrant. Sensors (Onset 2015) 
continuously record water level. Manual measurements are also taken. This is done because it is 
difficult to validate the runoff parameters of constructed systems, such as microtopography of the 
street and sidewalk, and drainage area.  
3.0 Problem Statement 
3.1 Modeling  
PWD has in-depth design specifications, monitoring, maintenance, and research of green 
infrastructure, but there is a modeling gap. A valid and accurate computational model could help 
to predict performance of green infrastructure, to evaluate if they are achieving performance goals 
and to design a plan for the entire city. It can also act as a baseline to compare against changes in 
performance over time. Identifying the changes in performance is the first step toward identifying 
the underlying causes and correcting them. Currently, PWD has only accurately models a few of 
their green infrastructure practices.  
In previous work by Drexel University and PWD, the performance of several stormwater 
tree trenches during SRTs was modeled using a Green-Ampt infiltration model (Krechmer 2014). 
Originally programmed in MATLAB, the open-source program R is now used to process rainfall 
data to create additional models for PWD and monitor system performance. The model can be 
applied, with slight modifications, to several other SMPs in PWD’s network.  The long-term goal 
for PWD is to extend the scope of the model to other stormwater management practices.   
3.2 Site Information 
 A rain garden, identified as RG-B2, was selected as a case study for analysis (Figure 3). 
The model is built for this rain garden, but is applicable to rain gardens with the same general 
infiltration pathways. The rain garden is near the Philadelphia Zoo, located adjacent to a parking 
lot at 39th Street and Girard Avenue.  The site was chosen due to data availability, likeness to other 
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stormwater management installations, and monitored performance. There is a stone trench (SWT-
A3) connected via distribution pipe to the rain garden.  
 
Figure 3 - Philadelphia Zoo RG-B2 (Google Maps, 2016) 
The rain garden is fed by a trench drain from Girard Avenue, and from the overflow of an 
upstream rain garden (Figure 4). Water has not been observed naturally passing from the upstream 
rain garden. The SRT that provides the data to be used as input to the model runs only through the 
trench drain. Water flows from the trench drain down into the rain garden.  It briefly ponds on top 
of the soil and then infiltrates.  Once the soil saturates, water ponds until reaching the overflow 
riser, where it follows a distribution pipe into the stone trench. Water continues to pond until it 
reaches a point where it overflows into a separate ponding area that backs up to a weir. The 
overflow point for the structure is at an elevation of 0.94 feet above the bottom of the rain garden.  
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Figure 4 - Plan View of Selected Rain Garden (PWD) 
4.0 Modeling Process 
 The model currently calculates ponded water level in the rain garden at Girard Avenue and 
39th St. The ponding is dependent on influent water, so a time-series of inflow data is the primary 
input. Rainfall can be converted to inflow by multiplying the rainfall intensity by the drainage area. 
User input parameters, such as saturated conductivity and soil porosity, are important in the model, 
but are held constant.  Influent water is divided into time steps, and spread evenly along the bottom 
of the rain garden as it enters. The amount of water that infiltrates depends on the depth of the 
water. The volume of water infiltrated is subtracted from the ponded water before the next time-
step, where the next iteration of influent water is added.   
 As water level rises, it moves up the sides of the rain garden bowl. This gives a varying 
surface area and depth, so the rain garden center area and sides are considered separately for 
infiltration purposes. As the water level increases, surface area of the water increases due to the 
slope of the sides of the rain garden. Additionally, water does not only go straight down. Saturated 
conductivity is increased for the side areas to account for horizontal infiltration, and loss due to the 
adjacent stone trench and potential unknown fill.  
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The R code for the infiltration model is in Appendix B. It was divided into five sections, 
including program details, variables, flow data and parameters, program loop, and results and plots. 
Each section will be described shortly. The model contains comments on most lines to add concise 
descriptions.  
4.1 Initial Notes 
 There are several assumptions, simplifications, and calculation that went into the current 
iteration of the code, including the geometry of the rain garden, overflow point, and how to regard 
the adjacent trench.  
4.1.1 Rain Garden Geometry 
 The bottom of the rain garden is sloped down slightly from the west edge of the bowl, past 
the velocity dissipater, and up until the location of the shallow well. At that point, it slopes back up 
toward the east edge of the bowl. There is microtopography seen along the way, and preferential 
flow paths of the water were noted in the first few minutes of the SRT. The added complexity of 
modeling this microtopography was not worth the benefit provided.  
An assumption was made that the bottom of the rain garden is flat – no slope, and no 
microtopography. As soon as water is input into the system, it is assumed that it spreads evenly 
across the rain garden. This leads to some inaccuracy in the first few minutes of modeling. The 
shallow well data shows a quick increase, since the shallow well is at the lowest point of the rain 
garden. Assuming no slope means the initial observed increase in ponding is inconsistent with the 
model. After the first few minutes, the water rise in the model matches observation, so the 
assumption is valid. 
 The rain garden is assumed to be a pyramidal frustum. Plans called for a 3:1 slope, so the 
sides of the frustum spread 3x faster than they rise. A pyramidal frustum has a rectangular top and 
bottom of different sizes, and all four sides are trapezoids. Assuming a pyramidal frustum means 
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that the curvature of the edges of the rain garden are neglected.  The flat bottom of the rain garden 
allows for this assumption.  
Since the rain garden is a pyramidal frustum, that means that the bottom and the four sides 
are discrete entities. The four side areas will be considered in calculations together as the “side”.  
As water height rises, wetted surface area of the side region increases. The area of the sides defines 
the area available for infiltration calculations. One benefit of assuming a flat bottom and pyramidal 
frustum shape is that water level along the sides of the rain garden is equal throughout, and that the 
area through which infiltration occurs is much easier to calculate.  
The equation for the volume of a pyramid frustum is: 
𝑉 =
1
3
∗ ℎ + 𝑎 ∗ 𝑏 + 𝑐 ∗ 𝑑 +
𝑎∗𝑑+𝑏∗𝑐
2
     (Equation 5) 
where h = height, a = upper length, b = upper width, c = lower length, and d = lower width. 
Height is the only variable factor. Since there is a known 3:1 slope, and the lower length and upper 
lengths are set, upper lengths and width increase at 6x the height increase.  
Area of the bowl is also calculated based on height and base area 
𝑆𝐴 =
1
2
∗ 𝑝 ∗ 𝑠      (Equation 6) 
where SA = side surface area, p = base perimeter, and s = slant height. To use the known 
values, Equation 6 can be expanded to: 
𝑆𝐴 = (2 ∗ (𝑎 + 𝑏)) ∗ 𝑠𝑞𝑟𝑡(10 ∗ ℎ2)    (Equation 7) 
The mathematical correlation between ponded height and volume of water is derived prior 
to running the code. The side areas and volumes that correspond to each height, at 0.001ft intervals, 
are saved in PondedStageStorage.csv. The entire depth along the sides is averaged to be half of the 
water level in the center.  
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4.1.2 Overflow 
 During the simulated runoff test, flow was added far after the water exceeded the overflow 
point used for this model. Beyond the overflow point was a second area of the rain garden in which 
water ponded. This second area was left out of calculations. The stage storage curve is based on a 
single height corresponding to a single volume. Since there would be an internal overflow point, 
that would mean that a measurement in the well would no longer correspond to a volume. The 
water would back up against a sharp crested weir, and flow through that. Once water overflowed 
out the rain garden bowl, flow was ceased.  
Since the ascending limb of the ponding level is only being modeled up to the overflow 
point of 0.94 feet, the descending limb is also being modeled from 0.94 feet until the bowl empties. 
The two charts will not be connected. Infiltration and saturation conditions during the descending 
limb may be slightly inaccurate, since more water infiltrated while the bowl was overflowed than 
what is being modeled.  
4.1.3 Loss term and Horizontal Infiltration 
 Strictly subtracting infiltration from flow in does not accurately model ponding due in part 
to the adjacent trench. A loss term must be considered. Water level was recorded in the trench 
adjacent to the rain garden, and is part of the loss term. Despite the overflow riser being closed, 
water still appeared in the trench. This could be due to the perforated pipe that goes from the rain 
garden to the trench, as well as the water infiltrating horizontally toward, and into, the trench, at a 
rate higher than expected due to the high porosity of the stone.  
 Water in the trench infiltrates, so the recorded water level cannot simply be used as the loss 
term. To calculate the flow into the trench, the infiltration program loop was used to find the Green-
Ampt infiltration with the water level as the inflow. This infiltration was added to the inflow, 
iteratively, until the resulting water level, based on inflow, was close to the recorded water level. 
 However, there is uncertainty in the water level measurement in the trench, as well as 
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transport times for the water into the trench. Using this water level to create an inflow term, and a 
loss term from the rain garden, adds more uncertainty.  
 The rain garden is split into two sections – the “center” and the “sides”. The center of the 
rain garden is the flat bottom, and the soil beneath it. The sides of the rain garden are the surface 
of the bowl, and the soil beneath it – essentially a thick ring. Infiltration is calculated separately for 
the center and sides, which is mostly for analyzing the results.  
Horizontal infiltration is initially higher than vertical infiltration. There is not a separate 
term in the Green-Ampt infiltration equation for horizontal infiltration, nor is a separate infiltration 
equation considered. There is also not variable saturation. Instead, the saturated conductivity of the 
soil is used assigned as a fitting factor to incorporate both horizontal and vertical infiltration.  
The difference in infiltrated volume for saturated conductivity values of 4 in/hr and 1 in/hr 
can be considered as a blanket term for horizontal infiltration and loss. This term rises much faster 
than the trench loss. Thus, the trench loss is not used in the final code, but instead considered as a 
contributing factor to the high saturated conductivity. Using a high saturated conductivity also 
results in a more smoothly distributed loss term than just using the trench water level to determine 
loss.  
4.2 Infiltration Models 
 To most accurately model the performance of the rain garden, infiltration must be 
accurately described mathematically. Infiltration is “that process by which precipitation moves 
downward through the surface of the earth and replenishes soil moisture, recharges aquifers, and 
ultimately supports streamflow during dry periods” (Viesman 2002).  A few empirical equations 
have been analyzed to calculate infiltration, including Horton’s infiltration equation (Horton, 1939) 
and the Green-Ampt equation (Green and Ampt, 1911).  
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4.2.1 Horton 
 Robert E. Horton recognized that when rainfall exceeds a soil’s infiltration capacity, 
stormwater runoff results. The Horton equation separates the water into to two processes. One part 
is runoff, channeled toward sewers or overflow. The other part infiltrates into the soil and 
groundwater. Soil is treated as a separating surface. This rainfall-excess concept continues in 
hydrological analyses and models due to its simple, process-based methodology to produce a 
hydrograph (Beven 2004).  
  Horton published his thoughts on infiltration capacity in 1933. Horton indicated that if 
rainfall intensity is higher than infiltration rate, than infiltration tends to decrease exponentially 
(Viesman 2002).  
“Starting with a maximum value when rain begins, the infiltration-capacity 
decreases rapidly at first as the result of the operation of some or all of the 
following processes: (1) packing of the soil-surface by rain; (2) swelling of the 
soil, thus closing sun-checks and other openings; (3) inwashing of fine materials 
to the soil-surface openings.” (Horton 1933) 
 Horton has gone into depth explaining that while capacity may seem to indicate a volume, 
infiltration capacity is a rate. In 1939, he produced his predictive formula for infiltration:  
𝑓 = 𝑓𝑐 + (𝑓𝑜 − 𝑓𝑐) ∗ 𝑒
−𝑘𝑓𝑡      (Equation 1) 
Where f = infiltration-capacity, inches per hour, at time t, in hours, fo = infiltration-capacity at time 
t = 0; fc = minimum constant infiltration capacity; Kf is constant for a given curve (Beven 2004).  
 To use the Horton infiltration equation, initial infiltration capacity and minimum 
infiltration capacity are needed. Horton’s equation neglects capillary potential gradients, but he 
insisted that infiltration is largely controlled by the surface layer (Beven 2004). A modified 
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equation based on integrating the original Horton equation can be used for when rainfall is lower 
than infiltration capacity (Akan 1992).  
4.2.2 Green-Ampt 
 The Green-Ampt model and its revisions are commonly used to look at one-dimensional 
vertical infiltration through soil. It can be applied under uniform or layered soils and varying rainfall 
conditions. The Green-Ampt model assumes soil that is homogenous and isotropic, and begins with 
uniform water content, as well as a distinct wetting front. Parameters are estimated from soil 
properties. The result of Green-Ampt is cumulative infiltration over time (Shakir 2016). The 
classical model assumes that an insignificant amount of water continuously covers the soil.  This 
implies that it is applicable if the infiltration capacity is less than the rainfall rate (Almedeij 2014).  
 The Green-Ampt model is defined as: 
𝑓(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑠[1 +
𝐻+ψf
𝐿𝑓(𝑡)
]             (Equation 2)  
where f(t) is the infiltration rate per unit area at a given time t [L T−1]; Ks is the saturated hydraulic 
conductivity of the transmission zone [L T−1]; H is the depth of ponding [L]; ψf is the suction head 
at the wetting front (negative pressure head) [L]; Lf (t) is the length of advancement of wetting front 
at time t [L]; and the wetting front is the interface between the wetted and non-wetted zone (Shakir 
2016). The equation can be used to solve for cumulative infiltration, and there are implicit and 
explicit solutions as well. Replacing the Lf (t) by F(t)/η yields: 
𝑓(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑠[1 +
𝜂(𝐻+ψf)
𝐹(𝑡)
]             (Equation 3)  
where F(t) is the cumulative infiltration at time t [L]; and η is the fillable porosity = θs − θi, θi is the 
initial volumetric moisture content [L3/ L3]; θs is the volumetric moisture content at near saturation 
[L3/ L3]. (Shakir 2016). Mein and Larson (1973) adjusted the original Green-Ampt equation. They 
split infiltration into two stages. The first is when rainfall is lower than the infiltration rate, and the 
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second is when rainfall is greater than the infiltration rate. Infiltration rate is equal to rainfall rate 
until ponding. Rainfall rate is constant in both cases (Almedeij 2014).  
 Chu (1978) added an implicit function in lieu of the steady rain input, thus extending 
Green-Ampt Mein-Larson to describe infiltration under variable rain intensity ().  
 
Figure 5 - Infiltration Process under Variable Rain (Chu 1987)  
4.2.3 Existing Green Infrastructure Models 
 Most existing models of green infrastructure are on a larger scale than this project. EPA 
Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) can be used to model an urban watershed.  This can 
be used to quantify the differences in runoff that enters the combined sewer before and after green 
infrastructure implementation. SWMM models rainfall and runoff and utilizes Horton or Green-
Ampt for infiltration. Modeling installation of rain gardens across a watershed in SWMM indicates 
that they are ecologically beneficial (Dovel 2015), but does not investigate performance of 
individual single installations of green infrastructure.   
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 Another recent study uses SWMM to analyze performance and benefits of green 
stormwater infrastructure (Dietrich 2016). Bioretention cells, or rain gardens, are their focus. 
Personal Computer SWMM (PCSWMM) was used to estimate the hydrologic performance of the 
rain gardens, based on soil type.  PCSWMM utilizes SWMM to predict flows, stages, and pollutant 
concentrations based on single-event and continuous simulation of storms. SWMM estimates 
stormwater runoff using a nonlinear reservoir model over each subcatchment. The change in 
stormwater depth is calculated in the mass balance equation. The net change is outflow rate minus 
inflow rate. Rainfall and run-on from other subcatchments are inflow, and evaporation, soil 
infiltration, and runoff are outflow.  
 𝛿𝑑 = 𝑖 − 𝑒 − 𝑓 − 𝑞      (Equation 4)  
 Where d is depth in cm, i is the rate of rainfall plus run on from upstream areas (cm/h); e 
is the evaporation rate (cm/h); f is the soil infiltration rate (cm/h); q is the runoff rate (cm/h) 
(Dietrich 2016). SWMM infiltration modeling options include Horton’s equation, the NCRS Curve 
Number method (CN), and Green-Ampt. This study chose Green-Ampt model due to its capability 
of representing soil properties that are greater or less than the rainfall rate, which is important due 
to the varying soil hydrology across sites.  
 The SWMM simulation run by Dietrich used five years of continuous rain data to ensure 
accuracy.  Soil properties were taken from a local soil database or based on HSG classes. Results 
of the study predict annual benefits of bioretention cells (Dietrich 2016).  
4.2.4 Selecting Green-Ampt 
 After evaluating several infiltration models, the unmodified Green-Ampt method has been 
selected as the most appropriate model for rain garden performance. During an SRT, water will 
flow down the trench drain, onto the soil, and briefly pond as it infiltrates. Once the entirety of the 
surface layer of soil is saturated, the water will pond. Green-Ampt fits this best since it directly 
accounts for the depth of ponded water. Mein-Larson implies that the infiltration capacity is equal 
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to rainfall rate until saturation, and then it is less than the rainfall rate, but that may not be accurate 
in the case of rain gardens. Horton’s equation neglects soil porosity and suction head, which are 
important components of the soil and help to complete a valid model. 
4.3 Program Selection 
 Several programs were considered for this model. Tree trench models used at PWD were 
originally programmed in MATLAB. MATLAB was chosen because it allows the user to read data, 
chart results, access parameters in a database and optimize the drainage area. However, MATLAB 
is only free for academic research. When passed to MARS, they used GNU Octave, an open source 
similar that can run MATLAB code. 
 MARS then ported the code to R. R is a free, open-source programming language for data 
manipulation, calculation, and graphical display. Contributors develop packages that can be loaded 
into the core R software, which is updated several times each year. R can be run on its own, with a 
text editor such as Sublime Text, or a user interface like RStudio. RStudio has windows for console, 
script, displays saved variables, and has a window for help and plots.  
 R fits the needs of the MARS group, and the purpose of the model. Infiltration is the 
governing hydrologic process for Stormwater management in a rain garden. Flow rates can be 
imported as a text file, saved as a database, and applied in a program loop that calculated Green-
Ampt infiltration. Values can be saved in a list and plotted for analysis.  
4.4 Simulated Runoff Test and Data Collection 
 A simulated runoff test was run on November 18, 2016. The test was run by MARS in 
conjunction with Villanova University (VU) and their stormwater research group. VU’s research 
required that the overflow riser be closed off, with the assumption that closing the overflow riser 
would not affect ponding. MARS applied flow from a hydrant until the rain garden overflowed 
onto the street. Flow was monitored in a Sensus WL-1260 flow meter totalizer. Flow totaled 3,150 
cubic feet in 190 minutes. Flow rate was 13.6 cfm for the time considered in this analysis.  
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 Since flow was applied until water overflowed into the street, that means that the overflow 
point for this analysis was exceeded. Overflow is 0.94 ft., which was reached about 72 minutes into 
the SRT. Water then entered a separate ponding area, before backing up to a weir and flowing 
through it, all while global water level increased. Flow was stopped once the water level reached 
street level, but water level continued to be monitored.  
 Water level was monitored using Onset data loggers, which took pressure measurements 
every minute. These pressure measurements were converted to water levels by MARS. Manual 
measurements were taken every five minutes to confirm sensor accuracy.  
4.5 Source Code 
 In the first section of the code, an external source file is loaded. “SscLookup.R” contains a 
function ssslookup with the inputs ssctable, mode, and value. The purpose of ssclookup is to return 
the side area and depth when the ponded volume is given, or the volume when the depth is given. 
The input ssctable is a three-column data frame, with columns named “depth_ft”, “volume_ft3”, 
and “sidearea_ft2”. Mode is a string equal to “depth”, “volume”, or “area”, and “value” is a number 
equal to the value to be looked up in the table. If mode equals “depth”, then the function takes a 
value for “volume_ft3”, subtracts all values from ssctable, and uses the which.min() function to 
find the value closest to zero. Based on that value, it returns an index, which is used to identify the 
depth. The function works similarly when used for the other modes.  
4.6 Program Details 
 The first section of the code includes program details, starting on line 1 in Appendix B.  
This involves general information, such as the location of the rain garden and the date, as well as 
setting the working directory and loading libraries. The working directory needs to be set correctly 
so that files, in that directory, can be imported more quickly.  The environment is cleared from the 
previously executed code, and the source code, “SscLookup.R”, is also loaded.  
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 Libraries loaded included ggplot2, a plotting system for R. RODBC can interpret Access 
Databases. RODBC is not utilized here since data is imported from text files, but MARS may use 
it.  dplyr works with data frame like objects, and lubridate works with dates and times. Finally, 
gridExtra allows multiple plots to be on one page.  
4.7 Variables 
 The second section of the code contains variables that are kept constant once they are 
initiated, starting on  First, the system name is entered – in this case, it is “Zoo 366-1-1”, which is 
the location and SMP ID.  Three lists are created, and then filled. The first list is titled garden, and 
it contains the soil porosity, as well as depth, initial volume, and dimensions of the interior section 
of the rain garden. The next list is soil parameters for the interior (center) section of the rain garden, 
including suction head, saturated conductivity, initial moisture deficit, and porosity. The porosity 
is equal to the variable initialized in the garden list. The next list, soil.side, has the same parameters 
as “soil”, but set for the side. Saturated conductivity is itself a vector, so multiple values can be 
analyzed in sequence. The code is set up so that three saturated conductivity values can be run at 
once.  Some assumptions may be required for parameters such as suction head, initial moisture 
deficit, and saturated conductivity. User inputs these variables.  
4.8 Flow Data and Parameters 
Data is read into the program using the “read.csv” function in R, starting on line 54. Once 
the data is read in, it is sanitized to assure that columns are named correctly and in the right order. 
First is flow data, which includes the columns time, flow in cubic feet per minute (CFM), total 
cubic feet (CF), and change in CF during the time-step, which is about 5 minutes. This flow data 
was manually recorded during the SRT, based on the flow meter readings. Next is stage storage 
data, which was calculated using the assumption that the rain garden was a pyramidal frustum.  The 
stage storage data has three columns – depth, volume, and side area. Area of the center of the rain 
garden is constant, but the area of the sides of the bowl changes based on the depth of the water. 
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SRT data contains the ponding depth at one minute time steps. Finally, trench data has the inflow 
into the trench at one minute time-steps.  
Next, output lists are initialized. The first list is called output.super. Each element of 
output.super is another list, such as output.super$ponded.volume_ft3. Each of those lists will 
contain three output series – one for each saturated conductivity value that the loop runs through 
while water level ascends. The next major list, output.super.descend, is for the descending limb. 
From this point on, there are no suffixes for ascending water level, only descending.  
4.9 Program Loop 
The outside loop is iterated for k from 1 to the length of soil $ksat_inhr, so it runs three 
times (Figure 6), starting on line 96. Variables that will be re-initiated with each loop are defined. 
These include the ponding depth (always taken from the bottom), ponded volume, and infiltration 
volumes. Everything is set to zero. Next, output series are initialized. NAs is set to be blank for the 
length of flow.data, or the period that the water ascends. NAq is set to be blank for the length of 
descent. This is a time-saving optimization, so R can allocate the memory to store all the values at 
once. output.series is initialized as a list. Elements of the list included infiltrated volume, time, 
ponded volume, ponding depth, and loss. Some saved outputs are for quality assurance and are not 
presented. output.series.descend covers similar elements for the descending water level.  
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Figure 6 - Saturated Conductivity Loop 
Next, the first inside loop begins, where the Green-Ampt equation calculates water level. 
The loop iterates on i from 2 to 73. After 73 minutes, the SRT reached the overflow point. The loop 
starts at 2 because the (i – 1)th result is subtracted from the ith result. flowvolume_ft3 is set to be 
the flow in at the current time-step. Total volume is current ponded volume (volume_ft3) plus the 
iterative volume, flowvolume_ft3. pondingdepth_ft and sidearea_ft2 are solved for with ssclookup. 
C_ft is a simplified factor of the Green-Ampt equation (Equation 8) 
𝐶 = (𝜓 + ℎ𝑜) ∗ Δ𝜃     (Equation 8) 
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Green-Ampt infiltration equation is executed for both the center and sides of the rain garden over 
1,000 iterations. 1,000 was chosen because it provides high precision without taking too much 
processing power or time. The sections were separated due to their geometry, and to see the results 
broken down. The difference in values when ten iterations were run and when 5,000 iterations were 
run was in the thousandths. When 100 iterations were run, the difference did not even register in 
the thousandths. This assures that 1,000 iterations provide enough precision. Ponded volume was 
converted to depth since Green-Ampt determines infiltration using head, not volume. In turn, 
Green-Ampt infiltrated depth was found.  Predicted infiltration is found by multiplying the 
infiltrated depth by the rain garden area. Infiltration for the time step is confirmed after checking 
that the predicted infiltration volume does not exceed ponded volume. Ponded volume and depth 
as well as infiltration values are updated. Relevant values are added to output series, before the next 
iteration begins. A schematic of the loop is shown in Figure 7. For the second inside loop, the 
method is the same, but without inflow.  
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Figure 7 - Green-Ampt Loop 
 
4.10 Presentation of Results and Plots 
 Following the end of the program loop, the collected output lists are corralled into data 
frames along with the time, in minutes (line 293). Columns are labeled with each of the saturated 
conductivities. Derivatives of the ponding depth over time are also calculated, so that the rate of 
change of the predicted water level can be compared to the observed water level. Volume and mass 
balance data are also saved.  
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 There are five primary plots made. The plotting package used is ggplot2. The first plot 
charts the predicted ascending water levels for each saturated conductivity value against the 
observed, and the second charts the descending limb.  The descending limb is important to validate 
the model, to assure that during falling head, saturated conditions, it is accurate. The next plot is 
the slope of the ascending water levels. The slope is the rate of change of the water level over time. 
There may be an initial separation in water level due to geometric assumptions and the location of 
the sensor, so seeing the slope removes that bias. Slope during descending water level is also 
plotted. Finally, a breakdown of water allocation by volume, with a mass balance (which should be 
zero) is plotted for the second saturated conductivity value chosen.  
 Last, there is a writeLines statement that outputs the user input variables in an easily 
readable format.  
5.0 Results and Discussion 
 The three types of plots produced are water budget, water levels, and rate of change of 
water levels. The user input variables, copied from the writeLines output, are as follows: 
 The rain garden area is 324 square feet.  
 The soil depth is 2 ft.  
 The soil suction equivalent head is 45 in.  
 The soil initial moisture deficit is 0.5.  
 The saturated conductivity is 3.9 in/hr.  
Results, based on these variables, are discussed below.  
5.1 Water Budget  
First, conservation of mass must be confirmed. Figure 8 allocates volume over time for the 
ascending limb for a saturated conductivity value 3.9 in/hr. The largest volume is the inflow. 
Volume infiltrated increases with time. The rate at which the water infiltrates also increases, which 
aligns with the increased head. Head is not shown in Figure 8, but calculated ponded volume is. 
The loss term increases with time as well. The water budget is shown in Equation 9.  
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0 = 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 − 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝑃𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 − 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒   (Equation 9) 
 Ideally, the water budget, or mass balance, will equal zero, as it does in this model. Loss is 
tied into the infiltration volume. Since Equation 9 is used to solve for ponded volume, the mass 
balance confirms that there are not any programming errors.  Water budget for the descending limb 
was confirmed by subtracting the infiltrated and ponded volumes from initial volume.  
 
Figure 8 - Mass Balance for Ascending Limb 
5.2 Calibrating the Model 
 Calculated and observed water levels are plotted and shown in Figure 9 and Figure 
10Error! Reference source not found.. First, the ascending water level is plotted. Ascending 
water level is based on influent volume, metered during the SRT, Green-Ampt infiltration, and loss. 
A sensitivity analysis was performed based on three factors of the Green-Ampt equation: initial 
moisture deficit (interchanged with effective porosity), saturated conductivity, and soil suction 
head.  The soil at the site is a sandy loam. Sandy loam has an effective porosity range of 0.283 to 
0.541, a wetting front soil suction head ranging from 3 to 45 cm, and a hydraulic conductivity of 
1.09 (Todd).  These ranges of values were continuously run through the program, and the root sum 
of squared error calculated each time between the predicted and observed water levels. Calculated 
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water level was most sensitive to changes in hydraulic conductivity. The least root sum of squared 
error occurred at a saturated conductivity of 3.9 in/hr, suction of 45 cm (18 in), and initial moisture 
deficit of 0.5. Figure 9 has the calculated water level with these parameters.  
 
 
Figure 9  - Ascending Calculated and Observed Water Levels During SRT 
 Figure 10 has the descending calculated and observed levels. The descending water level 
matches much better than the ascending water level, and a primary cause of that is the large jump 
at the beginning of the observed water level.  
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Figure 10 – Descending Calculated and Observed Water Levels During SRT 
 Figure 11 looks at infiltration rates. The derivative of the descending water level is the rate 
at which the water decreases. The water decreases as it infiltrates through the soil, so after 
converting units, the infiltration rate in in/hr is presented. This is the average infiltration rate 
throughout the rain garden. As time goes on, head decreases, and infiltration rate decreases. This is 
accounted for in the Green-Ampt equation.  
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The grey band in Figure 11 represents the 95% confidence interval of the observed water 
level.   Calculated infiltration rate falls within the interval.  
 
Figure 11 - Calculated and Observed Infiltration Rates as Water Level Descends During SRT 
There is a sharp rise at the beginning of the observed ascending water level plot in (Figure 
9), and a sharp drop at the end of the descending water level plot (Figure 10). The drop is reflecting 
by the high observed infiltration rate in Figure 11. This is because water level sensor was at the 
lowest point of the rain garden bowl. The water took longer to reach that point, and filled up faster 
than when the surface area was larger. Microtopography such as this is not captured in the model 
due to the assumption that the rain garden has a flat bottom.  
The model is calibrated to run very well with the SRT. Saturated conductivity was the 
largest factor in calibration.  
5.3 Running the Model with a Rainfall Event 
  MARS provided rainfall and ponding data from a significant rain event on December 28th, 
2015. The rainfall data was taken in five minute intervals from a rain gauge. The inflow was 
calculated adding the rainfall time series to SWMM. A subcatchment with the properties of the rain 
garden drainage area was created, and the rain added. The volume outflow time series is added to 
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the model as an inflow time series. This is to account for travel time of the water across the drainage 
area. Water level data was also taken in five minute intervals. Observed water level was interpolated 
between data points to provide a smoother curve as well. Figure 12 shows the results of running 
the storm through the model.  
 
Figure 12 - Calculated and Observed Water Level during a December 2015 Rainfall Event 
 The calculated curve very loosely follows the observed curve. The water ascends later in 
the calculated curve, and the peak is not nearly as high. The water descends at a similar rate.   
 There are several factors in this rain event that were not considered in the SRT. Drainage 
area may not be calculated correctly, which would result in less water going into the system than 
observed. Rain also falls on top of the rain garden, which can lead to different saturated conditions 
in the surface soil. Initial saturation conditions are also different during the storm and SRT.  
 Low-flow bypass has also been observed at the trench drain at the rain garden. The trench 
drain at the rain garden was tested for inflow efficiency on July 17th, 2015, and patched on 
September 23rd, 2015. A subsequent test on October 6th, 2015 showed that it was still not fully 
efficient. It was not re-patched until after the December 28th, 2015 rain event. This could result in 
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the observed water level being lower than predicted, though that is not seen here. Drainage area 
uncertainty is the biggest factor.    
5.4 Modeling Ponding in other Rain Gardens 
 Provided with adequate data, the rain garden model would be able to model ponding in any 
similar rain garden. Continuous shallow well or ponding data would be needed, and trench water 
level data would be helpful. Saturated conductivity values would differ depending on the presence 
of a stone trench and its proximity to the engineered soil. Preliminary calculations on the geometry 
of the rain garden would also need to be done. The spreadsheet that calculates volume and side area 
only needs length and width entered, assuming a 3:1 slope. The data would then need to be copied 
into a three-column .csv so it could be imported  into the R code. Modeling systems that have SRT 
data available would be the first step, to calibrate the model for the system.  
6.0 Conclusion 
 The rain garden model has been calibrated by running it with simulated runoff test data. 
With the simulated runoff test inflow data, it can predict the water level in the rain garden and 
model the infiltration rates with reasonable accuracy. The model has not been calibrated with 
multiple rain events, nor has it been validated. Work can be completed to adjust and improve the 
model to better predict the performance of the rain garden under rainfall events. 
 The geometry of the rain garden is currently modeled as a pyramidal frustum. This is 
idealized, but provides reasonable accuracy. Creating an R function like SSC Lookup, that takes 
length, width, and slope inputs and return the stage storage curve would allow other systems to be 
modelled more easily. Currently geometry is computed in a spreadsheet.  
 The processing of rainfall data to inflow must also be improved. Drainage areas must be 
calculated more accurately before running the model. Trench drain bypass may be impossible to 
model quantitatively. Rainfall over the entire drainage area would be closely analyzed. 
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Additionally, installing soil moisture sensors on site could be used to update the initial soil 
saturation conditions, which would improve the calculated ascending water levels.  
 The loss term is currently calculated by greatly increasing saturated conductivity. This 
leads to a steady infiltration rate that correlates well with the water level in the SRT, but may need 
to be updated depending on the surrounding fill, or whether there is an adjacent trench. This loss 
term, while used to calibrate the model, could be highly variable and would need more storms at 
each site to adjust and better calibrate to each site.  
 Given future rain garden and rainfall data, further assessment of the rain garden design and 
infiltration processes can be completed. Improving the model can improve PWD’s site diagnostics 
and design standards. PWD and Green City, Clean Waters will continue to divert stormwater from 
the combined sewer, and improve the environment health of Philadelphia.  
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Appendix A: Site Photos 
 
 
Figure 13 - SMP 366-2-1 at the Philadelphia Zoo 
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Figure 14 - 366-2-1 Flume During November 2016 SRT 
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Appendix B: Rain Garden Ponding Model Code 
 
1   #Nick Manna's Thesis 
2   #Evaluation of SRT in November 2016 at Philadelphia Zoo RG-B2 - SMP ID 366-2-2 
3   #Modeling Rain Garden Performance 
4   
5   #install.packages("gridExtra") 
6   
7   #0.0 Set Up  
8   setwd("C:/Users/19nma/OneDrive/Documents/Documents/School/2016-2017/Thesis") #working 
directory 
9   
10  #libraries and packages 
11  library(ggplot2) #plotting system 
12  library(RODBC)    #interprets databases  
13  library(dplyr) #tool for working with data frame like ojbects 
14  library(lubridate) #work with dates and times 
15  library(gridExtra) #arrange plots on one page 
16  
17  #0.1 Clear Environment 
18  rm(list = ls()) 
19  #0.2 Source code 
20  source("SscLookup.R") 
21  
22  #####1.0  Variables 
23  #Variable and column names explicitly state the units of values they contain 
24  # e.g. varname_ft3 is reported in cubic feet. varname_inhr is reported in inches per hour 
25  #Variables and column names not appended with _unit have no units 
26  # e.g. Pososity (void fraction), physical counts of objects, etc 
27  
28  system.name <- "Zoo 366-2-2" 
29  
30  #####1.1 Rain Garden parameters 
31  garden <- list() #create a list called garden 
32  #garden$por <- 0.2  #soil porosity #SA 
33  garden$lowerlength_ft <- 54 #length of the flat area 
34  garden$lowerwidth_ft <- 6 #width of the flat area 
35  garden$area_ft2 <- garden$lowerwidth_ft * garden$lowerlength_ft #area of flat bottom 
36  garden$soildepth_ft <- 2 #depth of engineered soil below flat area 
37  garden$initvol_ft3 <- 0  #initial volume of water at t=0 
38  
39  #####1.2 Soil Parameters (center) 
40  soil <- list() #create a list called soil 
41  soil$sh_in <- 18 #Soil suction equivalent head  
42  soil$ksat_inhr <- c(3.9,4.0,4.1) #Soil saturated hydraulic conductivity  #SA 
43  soil$imd <- .5 #Soil initial moisture deficit [no units] #fillable porosity #difference between 
44  #soil$porosity <- garden$por #porosity 
45  
46  #####1.3 Soil Parameters (side) 
47  soil.side <- list() #create a list called soil 
48  soil.side$sh_in <- soil$sh_in #Soil suction equivalent head  
49  soil.side$ksat_inhr <- soil$ksat_inhr #Soil saturated hydraulic conductivity #SA  
50  soil.side$imd <- soil$imd #Soil initial moisture deficit [no units]  
51  #soil.side$porosity <- garden$por  #porosity 
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52  
53  
54  #####2 Flow Data and Parameters 
55  
56  #####2.1 Read in Data 
57  flow.data <- read.csv("SRT_Flows.csv", header = TRUE) #volume from hydrant 
58  stagestorage.data <- read.csv("PondedStageStorage.csv", header = TRUE) #to convert from depth to 
volume 
59  srt.data <- read.csv("SRT_depth.csv", header = TRUE) #observed ponding data 
60  trench.data <- read.csv("trench_inflowx.csv", header = TRUE) #observed trench data 
61  
62  #####2.2 Sanitize Data 
63  index.flow <- seq(1, nrow(flow.data), 1/5) #create an index for every minute instead of five minutes 
64  flow.data <- flow.data[index.flow,] #apply index to flow.data 
65  row.names(flow.data) <- 1:nrow(flow.data) #adjust row names 
66  flow.data$time_min <- as.numeric(row.names(flow.data))-1 #restart starting point 
67  for(i in 2:nrow(flow.data)){ #???? 
68    flow.data$flowvolume_ft3[i] <- flow.data$flowvolume_ft3[i-1] + flow.data$volume_ft3min[i-1] 
69  }  
70  
71  colnames(srt.data) <- c("time_min", "depth_ft") #assign column names 
72  colnames(trench.data) <- c("time_min", "inflow_ft3") #assign column names 
73  trench.data$inflow_ft3 <- trench.data$inflow_ft3*0 
74  
75  #####2.2.1 Adding Lists of Output Lists. Each lists will contain three lists, one for each 
soil.side$ksat_inhr 
76  output.super <- list() #create a list called output.super. all contained lists are for ascending water level 
77  output.super$cum.infil.center.vol_ft3 <- list() #list for cumulative infiltration in the rain garden center 
78  output.super$cum.infil.side.vol_ft3 <- list() #list for cumulative infiltration in the rain garden side 
79  output.super$mass.balance <- list() #list for totaled mass balance 
80  output.super$total.volume_ft3 <- list() #list for volume infiltrated and ponded 
81  output.super$infil.vol_ft3 <- list() #list for total infiltrated volume 
82  output.super$ponded.volume_ft3 <- list() #list for ponded volume 
83  output.super$pondingdepth_ft <- list() #list for ponding depth 
84  
85  output.super.descend <- list()  #create a list for holding lists for descending water levels 
86  output.super.descend$cum.infil.center.vol_ft3 <- list() 
87  output.super.descend$cum.infil.side.vol_ft3 <- list() 
88  output.super.descend$mass.balance <- list() 
89  output.super.descend$total.volume_ft3 <- list() 
90  output.super.descend$infil.vol_ft3 <- list() 
91  output.super.descend$ponded.volume_ft3 <- list() 
92  output.super.descend$pondingdepth_ft <- list() 
93  
94  noga <- 1000 # number (no) of green ampt (ga) iterations 
95  
96  #####3.0 Program Loop. Outer loop tries different values for saturated conductivity  
97  for(k in 1:length(soil.side$ksat_inhr)){  #length of the different saturated conductivity values (three) 
98     
99    #####3.1 Defining Green Ampt variables 
100   F1_ft <- 0  #infiltrated depth 
101   F2_ft <- 0  #iterative infiltration depth 
102   F1side_ft <- 0 #infiltrated side depth 
103   F2side_ft <- 0 #iterative infiltration side depth 
104   pondingdepth_ft <- 0 #ponding depth  # effectively 0 at start 
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105   volume_ft3 <- 0 #ponded volume 
106   total.infiltration_ft3 <- 0 #center + side infiltration 
107   center.infiltration_ft3 <- 0  #infiltration in center section  
108   side.infiltration_ft3 <- 0 #infiltration in sides 
109    
110   #####3.2 Output Series 
111   #These will be output in the return statement 
112   NAs <- rep(NA, nrow(flow.data)) #repeat NAs for length of ascent 
113   NAq <- rep(NA, nrow(srt.data)-248) #repeart NAs for length of descent 
114    
115   output.series <- list() #list that will contain values for the current iteration of k, to be rewritten for the 
next iteration 
116    
117   #each output is a series of values corresponding to each time 
118   output.series$infil.vol_ft3is <- NAs #infiltration volume 
119   output.series$ponded.volume_ft3 <- NAs #ponded volume 
120   output.series$pondingdepth_ft <- NAs #ponding depth 
121   output.series$time_min <- NAs #time 
122   output.series$volumein_ft3 <-NAs #flow in 
123   output.series$loss_ft3 <- NAs #loss 
124   output.series$mass.balance <- NAs #mass balance 
125   output.series$total.volume_ft3 <- NAs #summation of volumes 
126   output.series$infil.side.vol_ft3 <- NAs #side infiltration, per time step 
127   output.series$infil.center.vol_ft3 <- NAs #center infiltration, per time step 
128   output.series$cum.infil.center.vol_ft3 <- NAs #cumulative center infiltration 
129   output.series$cum.infil.side.vol_ft3 <- NAs #cumulative side infiltration 
130    
131   output.series.descend <- list() 
132    
133   output.series.descend$infil.vol_ft3 <- NAq 
134   output.series.descend$ponded.volume_ft3 <- NAq 
135   output.series.descend$pondingdepth_ft <- NAq 
136   output.series.descend$time_min <- NAq 
137   output.series.descend$infil.side.vol_ft3 <- NAq 
138   output.series.descend$infil.center.vol_ft3 <- NAq 
139   output.series.descend$time_min <- NAq 
140    
141   #####3.3 Loop from start to overflow 
142   for(i in 2:73){  
143     flowvolume_ft3 <- flow.data$volume_ft3min[i] #read iterative flow in 
144     volume_ft3 <- volume_ft3 + flowvolume_ft3 #add iterative flow to existing volume 
145     pondingdepth_ft <- ssclookup(stagestorage.data, mode = "depth", value = volume_ft3) #look up 
depth that corresponds with a volume 
146     sidearea_ft2 <- ssclookup(stagestorage.data, mode = "area", value = volume_ft3) #look up side area 
that corresponds with a volume 
147     sidedepth_ft <- 0.5 * pondingdepth_ft #average depth of the water on the sides 
148     C_ft <- (soil$sh_in/12 + pondingdepth_ft) * soil$imd #consolidating these values 
149     Cside_ft <- (soil.side$sh_in/12 + sidedepth_ft) * soil.side$imd #consolidating these values 
150      
151     for(j in 1:noga){ #implement Green-Ampt to find infiltration depth 
152       F2_ft <- F1_ft + C_ft * log(1+F2_ft / C_ft) - C_ft * log(1+F1_ft / C_ft) + soil$ksat_inhr[k]/12 * 
((flow.data$time_min[i] - flow.data$time_min[i-1]) / 60) 
153     } 
154      
155     for(h in 1:noga){ #implement Green-Ampt to find side infiltration depth 
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156       F2side_ft <- F1side_ft + Cside_ft * log(1+F2side_ft / Cside_ft) - Cside_ft * log(1+F1side_ft / 
Cside_ft) + soil.side$ksat_inhr[k]/12 * ((flow.data$time_min[i]- flow.data$time_min[i-1]) / 60)   
157     } 
158      
159     loss <- trench.data$inflow_ft3[i] - trench.data$inflow_ft3[i-1] #iterative loss 
160     predict.infiltration_ft3 <- abs(F2_ft - F1_ft)*(garden$area_ft2) #predicted infiltration volume 
161     predict.infiltrationside_ft3 <- abs(F2side_ft - F1side_ft)*sidearea_ft2 #predicted side infiltration 
volume 
162      
163     step.infiltration_ft3 <- min(predict.infiltration_ft3 + predict.infiltrationside_ft3, volume_ft3) #check 
that infiltration does not exceed potential  
164      
165      
166     volume_ft3 <- volume_ft3 - step.infiltration_ft3 - loss #subtracting infiltration volume from ponded 
volume gives new ponded volume. loss is considered separate from infiltraiton 
167     F1_ft <- F2_ft  #reset F1 
168     F1side_ft <- F2side_ft #reset F1side 
169      
170     pondingdepth_ft <- ssclookup(stagestorage.data, mode = "depth", value = volume_ft3) #depth that 
corresponded with a volume 
171     total.infiltration_ft3 <- step.infiltration_ft3 + total.infiltration_ft3 #add iterative infiltation to total 
172     center.infiltration_ft3 <- predict.infiltration_ft3 + center.infiltration_ft3 #add iterative infiltration to 
total center 
173     side.infiltration_ft3 <- predict.infiltrationside_ft3 + side.infiltration_ft3 #add iterative infiltration to 
total side 
174      
175      
176     #Adding these results to the outputs lists 
177     output.series$infil.vol_ft3[i] <- total.infiltration_ft3  
178     output.series$ponded.volume_ft3[i] <- volume_ft3 #cumulative 
179     output.series$pondingdepth_ft[i] <- pondingdepth_ft #cumulative 
180     output.series$time_min[i] <- flow.data$time_min[i] #cumulative 
181     output.series$volumein_ft3[i] <- flow.data$flowvolume_ft3[i] #cumulative 
182     output.series$loss_ft3[i] <- trench.data$inflow_ft3[i] #cumulative 
183     output.series$mass.balance[i] <- output.series$volumein_ft3[i] - output.series$ponded.volume_ft3[i] 
- output.series$infil.vol_ft3[i] - output.series$loss_ft3[i]#massbalance #should equal 0  
184     output.series$total.volume_ft3[i] <- output.series$ponded.volume_ft3[i] + 
output.series$infil.vol_ft3[i] + output.series$loss_ft3[i] #cumulative volume into 
185     output.series$infil.center.vol_ft3[i] <- predict.infiltration_ft3 #incremental 
186     output.series$infil.side.vol_ft3[i] <- predict.infiltrationside_ft3 #incremental 
187     output.series$cum.infil.center.vol_ft3[i] <- center.infiltration_ft3 #cumulative 
188     output.series$cum.infil.side.vol_ft3[i] <- side.infiltration_ft3 #cumulative 
189   } 
190    
191   #adding each of the three output series to output.super list 
192   output.super$cum.infil.center.vol_ft3[[k]] <- output.series$cum.infil.center.vol_ft3 
193   output.super$cum.infil.side.vol_ft3[[k]] <- output.series$cum.infil.side.vol_ft3 
194   output.super$mass.balance[[k]] <- output.series$mass.balance 
195   output.super$total.volume_ft3[[k]] <- output.series$total.volume_ft3 
196   output.super$infil.vol_ft3[[k]] <- output.series$infil.vol_ft3 
197   output.super$ponded.volume_ft3[[k]] <- output.series$ponded.volume_ft3 
198   output.super$pondingdepth_ft[[k]] <- output.series$pondingdepth_ft 
199    
200   ######3.4 Descending Limb 
201   #setting the initial condition to be actual and predicted volume at the overflow volume 
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202   #repeating steps for the ascending limb 
203   pondingdepth_ft <- 0.94 
204   volume_ft3 <- ssclookup(stagestorage.data, mode = "volume", value = pondingdepth_ft) 
205    
206   for(i in 248:480){ 
207      
208     pondingdepth_ft <- ssclookup(stagestorage.data, mode = "depth", value = volume_ft3) 
209     sidearea_ft2 <- ssclookup(stagestorage.data, mode = "area", value = volume_ft3) 
210     sidedepth_ft <- 0.5 * pondingdepth_ft #average depth of the water on the sides 
211      
212     C_ft <- (soil$sh_in/12 + pondingdepth_ft) * soil$imd 
213     Cside_ft <- (soil.side$sh_in/12 + sidedepth_ft) * soil.side$imd 
214      
215     for(j in 1:noga){ 
216       F2_ft <- F1_ft + C_ft * log(1+F2_ft / C_ft) - C_ft * log(1+F1_ft / C_ft) + soil$ksat_inhr[k]/12 * 
((trench.data$time_min[i] - trench.data$time_min[i-1]) / 60) 
217     } 
218      
219     for(h in 1:noga){ 
220       F2side_ft <- F1side_ft + Cside_ft * log(1+F2side_ft / Cside_ft) - Cside_ft * log(1+F1side_ft / 
Cside_ft) + soil.side$ksat_inhr[k]/12 * ((trench.data$time_min[i]- trench.data$time_min[i-1]) / 60)   
221     } 
222      
223     loss <- trench.data$inflow_ft3[i] - trench.data$inflow_ft3[i-1] 
224     predict.infiltration_ft3 <- abs(F2_ft - F1_ft)*(garden$area_ft2) #predicted infiltration volume 
225     predict.infiltrationside_ft3 <- abs(F2side_ft - F1side_ft)*sidearea_ft2 #predicted side infiltration 
volume 
226      
227     step.infiltration_ft3 <- min(predict.infiltration_ft3 + predict.infiltrationside_ft3, volume_ft3)  
228      
229     volume_ft3 <- volume_ft3 - step.infiltration_ft3 - loss 
230     F1_ft <- F2_ft 
231     F1side_ft <- F2side_ft 
232      
233     pondingdepth_ft <- ssclookup(stagestorage.data, mode = "depth", value = volume_ft3) 
234     total.infiltration_ft3 <- step.infiltration_ft3 + total.infiltration_ft3 
235      
236     output.series.descend$time_min[i] <- i 
237     output.series.descend$infil.vol_ft3[i] <- total.infiltration_ft3 #cumulative 
238     output.series.descend$ponded.volume_ft3[i] <- volume_ft3 #cumulative 
239     output.series.descend$pondingdepth_ft[i] <- pondingdepth_ft #depth #cumulative 
240     output.series.descend$infil.center.vol_ft3[i]  <- predict.infiltration_ft3[i] #incremental 
241     output.series.descend$infil.side.vol_ft3[i] <- predict.infiltrationside_ft3[i] #incremental 
242   } 
243    
244   output.super.descend$infil.vol_ft3[[k]] <- output.series.descend$infil.vol_ft3 
245   output.super.descend$ponded.volume_ft3[[k]] <- output.series.descend$ponded.volume_ft3 
246   output.super.descend$pondingdepth_ft[[k]] <- output.series.descend$pondingdepth_ft 
247    
248 } #end big loop 
249 
250 #####3.5 Adding time columns to output data and renaming 
251 cum.infil.center.data <- data.frame(output.super$cum.infil.center.vol_ft3,  
252                                     output.series$time_min) 
253 cum.infil.side.data <- data.frame(output.super$cum.infil.side.vol_ft3,  
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254                                   output.series$time_min) 
255 mass.balance.data <- data.frame(output.super$mass.balance,  
256                                 output.series$time_min) 
257 total.volume.data <- data.frame(output.super$total.volume_ft3,  
258                                 output.series$time_min) 
259 infil.vol.data <- data.frame(output.super$infil.vol_ft3,  
260                              output.series$time_min) 
261 ponded.volume.data <- data.frame(output.super$ponded.volume_ft3,  
262                                  output.series$time_min) 
263 pondingdepth.data <- data.frame(output.super$pondingdepth_ft,  
264                                 output.series$time_min) 
265 
266 colnames(cum.infil.center.data) <- c(soil.side$ksat_inhr, "time_min") 
267 colnames(cum.infil.side.data)<- c(soil.side$ksat_inhr, "time_min") 
268 colnames(mass.balance.data)<- c(soil.side$ksat_inhr, "time_min") 
269 colnames(total.volume.data)<- c(soil.side$ksat_inhr, "time_min") 
270 colnames(infil.vol.data)<- c(soil.side$ksat_inhr, "time_min") 
271 colnames(ponded.volume.data)<- c(soil.side$ksat_inhr, "time_min") 
272 colnames(pondingdepth.data)<- c(soil.side$ksat_inhr, "time_min") 
273 
274 infil.vol.descend.data <- data.frame(output.super.descend$infil.vol_ft3, 
275                                      output.series.descend$time_min) 
276 ponded.volume.descend.data <- data.frame(output.super.descend$ponded.volume_ft3, 
277                                          output.series.descend$time_min) 
278 pondingdepth.descend.data <- data.frame(output.super.descend$pondingdepth_ft, 
279                                         output.series.descend$time_min) 
280 
281 colnames(ponded.volume.descend.data)<- c(soil.side$ksat_inhr, "time_min") 
282 colnames(pondingdepth.descend.data)<- c(soil.side$ksat_inhr, "time_min") 
283 
284 pondingdepth.descend.data <- pondingdepth.descend.data[248:nrow(pondingdepth.descend.data), ] 
285 
286 derivpond.descend.data <- data.frame(as.numeric(diff(pondingdepth.descend.data[[1]])), 
287                                      as.numeric(diff(pondingdepth.descend.data[[2]])), 
288                                      as.numeric(diff(pondingdepth.descend.data[[3]]))) 
289 
290 derivsrt.data <- data.frame(as.numeric(diff(srt.data[[2]]))) 
291 
292 
293 #####4.0 Model and Plot Variables 
294 #####4.1 Creating dataframe of data from ascending limb 
295 infil.ascend.data <- data.frame(output.series$time_min, 
296                                 output.series$infil.vol_ft3, 
297                                 output.series$infil.center.vol_ft3, 
298                                 output.series$infil.side.vol_ft3, 
299                                 output.series$cum.infil.center.vol_ft3, 
300                                 output.series$cum.infil.side.vol_ft3) 
301 
302 colnames(infil.ascend.data) <-c("time_min",  
303                                 "infil.vol_ft3", 
304                                 "infil.center.vol_ft3", 
305                                 "infil.side.vol_ft3", 
306                                 "cum.infil.center.vol_ft3", 
307                                 "cum.infil.side.vol_ft3") 
308 
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309 #####                       
310 #4.2 Plot data 
311 #4.2.1 ascend 
312 
313 h1=c("#E69F00","#56B4E9","#009E73","#F0E442") 
314 # ##### 
315 #     #hasn't yet been updated for four column jawn 
316 #    #0 Ascending Water Level, Calculated vs. Observed, different k  
317 p1 <- ggplot() + 
318   geom_line(aes(x = srt.data$time_min, y = srt.data$depth_ft*12, color = "Observed Water Level"), 
size = 1) + 
319   geom_line(aes(x = pondingdepth.data$time_min, y= pondingdepth.data[[1]]*12, color = 
paste("Calculated Water Level with Ksat =", (colnames(pondingdepth.data[1])), "in/hr")), size = 1) + 
320   geom_line(aes(x = pondingdepth.data$time_min, y= pondingdepth.data[[2]]*12, color = 
paste("Calculated Water Level with Ksat =", (colnames(pondingdepth.data[2])), "in/hr")), size = 1) + 
321   geom_line(aes(x = pondingdepth.data$time_min, y= pondingdepth.data[[3]]*12, color = 
paste("Calculated Water Level with Ksat =", (colnames(pondingdepth.data[3])), "in/hr")), size = 1) + 
322   xlab("Time Elapsed (min)") + 
323   ylab("Water Level (in)") + 
324   xlim(0, 73) + 
325   ylim(0, 12) + 
326   ggtitle("Ascending Water Level") 
327 
328 p1 <- p1+ theme(legend.title=element_blank(), 
329                 legend.justification=c(1,0), 
330                 legend.position=c(.99,.01), 
331                 legend.text=element_text(size=15)) 
332 
333 p1 <- p1 + theme(axis.text=element_text(colour="black", size=20), 
334                  axis.title.x=element_text(colour="black", size=20), 
335                  axis.title.y=element_text(colour="black", size=20), 
336                  plot.title=element_text(face="bold", colour="black", size=20), 
337                  plot.background = element_blank()) 
338     
339 #     #descend using multiple ksats 
340 p2 <- ggplot() + 
341   geom_line(aes(x = srt.data$time_min, y = srt.data$depth_ft*12, color = "Observed Water Level"), 
size = 1) + 
342   geom_line(aes(x = pondingdepth.descend.data$time_min, y= pondingdepth.descend.data[[1]]*12, 
color = paste("Calculated Water Level with Ksat =", (colnames(pondingdepth.data[1])), "in/hr")), size = 1) 
+ 
343   geom_line(aes(x = pondingdepth.descend.data$time_min, y= pondingdepth.descend.data[[2]]*12, 
color = paste("Calculated Water Level with Ksat =", (colnames(pondingdepth.data[2])), "in/hr")), size = 1) 
+ 
344   geom_line(aes(x = pondingdepth.descend.data$time_min, y= pondingdepth.descend.data[[3]]*12, 
color = paste("Calculated Water Level with Ksat =", (colnames(pondingdepth.data[3])), "in/hr")), size =1) 
+ 
345   xlab("Time Elapsed (min)") + 
346   ylab("Water Level (in)") + 
347   xlim(round(first(pondingdepth.descend.data$time_min)), 330) + 
348   ylim(0, 12) + 
349   ggtitle("Descending Water Level") 
350 
351 p2 <- p2+ theme(legend.title=element_blank(), 
352                 legend.justification=c(1,1), 
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353                 legend.position=c(.99,.99), 
354                 legend.text=element_text(size=15)) 
355 
356 p2 <- p2 + theme(axis.text=element_text(colour="black", size=20), 
357                  axis.title.x=element_text(colour="black", size=20), 
358                  axis.title.y=element_text(colour="black", size=20), 
359                  plot.title=element_text(face="bold", colour="black", size=20), 
360                  plot.background = element_blank()) 
361       
362 #descending infiltration slopes 
363 p3 <- ggplot() + 
364   geom_smooth(aes(x = srt.data$time_min[1:(length(srt.data$time_min)-1)], y = derivsrt.data*12*-60, 
color = "Observed Infiltration Rate"), size = 1) + 
365   geom_line(aes(x = 
pondingdepth.descend.data$time_min[1:(length(pondingdepth.descend.data$time_min)-1)], y = 
derivpond.descend.data[[1]][1:67]*12*-60, color = paste("Calculated Infiltration Rate with Ksat =", 
(colnames(pondingdepth.data[1])), "in/hr")), size =1) + 
366   geom_line(aes(x = 
pondingdepth.descend.data$time_min[1:(length(pondingdepth.descend.data$time_min)-1)], y = 
derivpond.descend.data[[2]][1:67]*12*-60, color = paste("Calculated Infiltration Rate with Ksat =", 
(colnames(pondingdepth.data[2])), "in/hr")), size =1) + 
367   geom_line(aes(x = 
pondingdepth.descend.data$time_min[1:(length(pondingdepth.descend.data$time_min)-1)], y = 
derivpond.descend.data[[3]][1:67]*12*-60, color = paste("Calculated Infiltration Rate with Ksat =", 
(colnames(pondingdepth.data[3])), "in/hr")), size =1) + 
368   xlab("Time Elapsed (min)") + 
369   ylab("Infiltration rate (in/hr)") + 
370   xlim(round(first(pondingdepth.descend.data$time_min)), 320) + 
371   ggtitle("Descending Water Level Infiltration Rates") 
372 
373 p3 <- p3 + theme(legend.title=element_blank(), 
374                  legend.justification=c(0,1), 
375                  legend.position=c(.01,0.99), 
376                  legend.text=element_text(size=15)) 
377 
378 p3 <- p3 + theme(axis.text=element_text(colour="black", size=20), 
379                  axis.title.x=element_text(colour="black", size=20), 
380                  axis.title.y=element_text(colour="black", size=20), 
381                  plot.title=element_text(face="bold", colour="black", size=20), 
382                  plot.background = element_blank()) 
383 p3 
384 
385   #2 Volumes: Volume in, infiltrated volume, loss, Calculated Ponded Volume. Also showing mass 
balance 
386 
387   p4 <- ggplot(data = ponded.volume.data, aes(x = ponded.volume.data$time_min)) + 
388     geom_line(aes(y = ponded.volume.data[[2]], color = "Calculated Ponded Volume"), size = 1) + 
389     geom_line(aes(y = flow.data$flowvolume_ft3, color = "Volume in"), size = 1)+ 
390     geom_line(aes(y = infil.vol.data[[2]], color = "Inf. Volume"), size = 1) + 
391     geom_line(aes(y = mass.balance.data[[2]], color = "Mass Balance"), size = 1) + 
392     xlab("Time Elapsed (min)") + 
393     ylab("Volume (f3)") + 
394     #xlim(0, 75) + 
395     ylim(-5,1000) + 
396     ggtitle(paste("Ascending Mass Balance at Side Ksat =", (colnames(pondingdepth.data[2])), "in/hr")) 
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397 
398   p4 <- p4 + theme(legend.title=element_blank(), 
399                   legend.justification=c(0,1), 
400                   legend.position=c(0.01,.99), 
401                   legend.text=element_text(size=15)) 
402 
403   p4 <- p4 + theme(axis.text=element_text(colour="black", size=20), 
404                    axis.title.x=element_text(colour="black", size=20), 
405                    axis.title.y=element_text(colour="black", size=20), 
406                    plot.title=element_text(face="bold", colour="black", size=20), 
407                    plot.background = element_blank()) 
408 
409 
410 ##### 
411 
412 # least squares 
413 pondingdepth.data[is.na(pondingdepth.data)] <- 0 
414 pondingdepth.data <- pondingdepth.data[1:73,] 
415 
416 shin <- c(soil$sh_in) 
417 ksat <- c(soil$ksat_inhr) 
418 imd <- c(soil$imd) 
419 
420 errorup <- c( 
421   sqrt(sum((srt.data$depth_ft[1:nrow(pondingdepth.data)] - pondingdepth.data[[1]])^2)), 
422   sqrt(sum((srt.data$depth_ft[1:nrow(pondingdepth.data)] - pondingdepth.data[[2]])^2)), 
423   sqrt(sum((srt.data$depth_ft[1:nrow(pondingdepth.data)] - pondingdepth.data[[3]])^2)) 
424 ) 
425 
426 error.up <- data.frame(errorup, shin, ksat, imd) 
427 
428 
429 
430 pondingdepth.descend.data[is.na(pondingdepth.descend.data)] <- 0 
431 pondingdepth.descend.data <- pondingdepth.descend.data[1:68,] 
432 srt.data$depth_ft[is.na(srt.data$depth_ft)] <-0 
433 errordown <- c( 
434   sqrt(sum((srt.data$depth_ft[248:315] - pondingdepth.descend.data[[1]])^2)), 
435   sqrt(sum((srt.data$depth_ft[248:315] - pondingdepth.descend.data[[2]])^2)), 
436   sqrt(sum((srt.data$depth_ft[248:315] - pondingdepth.descend.data[[3]])^2)) 
437 ) 
438 
439 error.down <- data.frame(errordown, shin, ksat, imd) 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 g1 <- ggplotGrob(p1) 
446 g2 <- ggplotGrob(p2) 
447 g3 <- ggplotGrob(p3) 
448 g4 <- ggplotGrob(p4) 
449 maxWidth = grid::unit.pmax(g1$widths[2:5], g2$widths[2:5], g3$widths[2:5], g4$widths[2:5]) 
450 g1$widths[2:5] <- maxWidth 
451 g2$widths[2:5] <- maxWidth 
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452 g3$widths[2:5] <- maxWidth 
453 g4$widths[2:5] <- maxWidth 
454 
455 ggsave(g1, file = "Ascending_Water_Levels_SRT.png", width = 10, height = 5, units = "in", bg = 
"white") 
456 ggsave(g2, file = "Descending_Water_Levels_SRT.png", width = 10, height = 5, units = "in", bg = 
"white") 
457 ggsave(g3, file = "Descending_Water_Level_Infiltration_Rates_SRT.png", width = 10, height = 5, 
units = "in", bg = "white") 
458 ggsave(g4, file = "Mass_Balance_SRT.png", width = 10, height = 5, units = "in", bg = "white") 
459 
460 
461 #output 
462 writeLines(paste("The soil porosity is ", garden$por, ". \n", 
463                  "The rain garden area is ", garden$area_ft2, " sqft. \n", 
464                  "The soil depth is ", garden$soildepth_ft, " ft. \n",  
465                  "The soil suction equivalent head is ", soil$sh_in, " in. \n",  
466                  "The soil initial moisture deficit is ", soil$imd, ". \n",  
467                  "The soil center saturated conductivity is ", soil$ksat_inhr, " in/hr. \n", 
468                  "The soil side saturated conductivities are ", soil.side$ksat_inhr[1], ", ", 
soil.side$ksat_inhr[2], ", and ", soil.side$ksat_inhr[3], " in/hr. \n",  sep = "")) 
469 
470 
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